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Exercise 1
Create YOUR Zen Space

Your home and work environment can affect your mood. Research

studies reveal that beautiful surroundings can have a positive impact on

our energy!

 

Choose a defined place at home where you can sit comfortably to

reflect. Create a Zen Space for you! Consider how it will positively

impact on your self-care.

 

Objects might include:

 

Comfortable cushions, soft furnishing, flowers or greenery

crystals, special objects, photos, candles, incense, diffuser, essential

oils, reflective literature/books, journal/notebook, inspirational quotes,

soft music

 

What will you include in your Zen space?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Consider any adjustments that you can make in your work space.

 

 

 

 

 
Affirmation - My inner Zen is reflected in my

outer world

WATCH VIDEO 1  AT  THE  ZEN
PROFESS IONAL  FOR MORE IDEAS
AND INSP IRAT ION
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Exercise 2
Press Pause

Take  a moment to pause

(Guided Pause on Video 2 of The Zen Professional)

Sit in an upright position

Take 3 deep clearing breaths

Breathing in through your nose and hold it and out

through the mouth. Inhaling and exhaling any tension.

Feel the weight of your body on the chair, allowing the

chair to fully support you and feel your 2 feet rooted in

the floor.

Gently close your eyes and relax

Become aware of your breathing, allowing the breath to

settle down and find it's own natural rhythm. Take a

further deep clearing breath at any time throughout the

exercise.

Connect with your sense of hearing becoming aware of

any sounds in the room, outside the room and beyond.

Connect with your sense of smell

Connect with your sense of taste

Connect with your sense of touch, become aware of the

play of air on your skin or touch of the hands resting.

Connect with your body and relax

Put your 2 hands gently on your heart and repeat

The power is always in the present moment and the body is

always in the present moment and time. Therefore, if we

connect to the body we bring our awareness to the here and

now. This 2 minute pause can very powerful when used

throughout your day. Particularly at the beginning and the

end. The practice will then help you build up the pause and

learn to meditate. It can also be embedded throughout your

day - at your desk, in the car or wherever you might be!

 

 

 

 

Affirmation - I am calm, I am safe and

All is well in my world
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Exercise 3
Morning Rituals

Start your day with a little Zen

Wake up and get up at the same time everyday.

Master self-care and commit to morning rituals. I believe that the way you start your day will

determine the level of calmness, confidence and happiness you experience.

There are several rituals that you can consider and commit to. 

 

My top 3 tips and non negotiables 

 

1.

What time do you get up in the morning? Set the alarm 15 minutes earlier and commit to this

time every day, this will help you reclaim your power and take back control of the day.

 

2. Begin each day with gratitude

As soon as the eyes open or mind begins to stir ..... immediately say

Today I am grateful for ..... (repeat, repeat, repeat) Aloud or in your journal

 

3. Begin with the  2 minute pause in a comfortable space, this can be a chair with a view, your

Zen space or just sitting upright in bed. (the time will gradually increase with pracitice)

 

Morning Rituals

Positive affirmations, journal, gratitude, pause, meditate, drink warm water with lemon or

herbal tea, mirror work, yoga stretches, a gentle walk

 

Your Morning Ritual Plan

 

I am committed to the following rituals beginning at (enter time) .............. am in the morning

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Affirmation - My morning rituals are the master key secret

to my Zen
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Exercise 4

Daily Self-care for your body

Have a Goddess bath - with candles, salts, rose petals, fluffy towels, music

Drink your favourite herbal tea

Grab a fruit juice

Prepare a nutritious meal 

Whisper a positive affirmation to your body

Journal gratitude for your body

Treat yourself to a massage

Have an hour alone

Give yourself a digital detox

Spend 20 minutes in nature

Choose a healthy snack

Drink 6 glasses of water

Now consider how you can consciously nourish your body daily. Our body will work perfectly for

us the more we care and love it. You'll find lines disappear, weight normalizing and even posture

improving. Let's love our bodies again just like little babies, no guilt, no shame, and no

comparison. Be sure to always begin and end your day with loving self-care. You are worth it.

 

The self-care pamper jar for your body

 

The following is a list of self-care habits I love to embed into my day (kept in my self-care

bank), sometimes during a busy period I will trust my inner Zen and choose one for my jar! The

jar is always growing as women share their self-care exercises and resources with me!

 

Self-care for your body

 

 

What other self-care routine habits would your body thank you for?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Video 3 - My self-care jar

Affirmation - I love and nurture my body every day
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Exercise 5
Self-care and Tough Love

 

Keep Zen like company

It is time my lovely to fall in love with yourself Mind, Body and Spirit. Sometimes there can be

an ugly side to self-care and I like to call this tough love! We often have to detach from people,

places or situations that affect your inner Zen. Surround yourself with loveliness and people and

situations that reciprocate your loving energy. Boundaries are good for you and others.

 

Reflection

 

Where and when do you often feel triggered, does your energy become affected or maybe

confidence take a dip? Awareness is key.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

It is often said that we are the average of the 5 people we spend most time with, who are your

5? Feeling stuck they can be authors, online gurus or teachers.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Affirmation - I surround myself with people that support my

well being and self care
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